Here we introduce more general definitions of weak block diagonally dominant matrix and weak block H-matrix which permit block triangular factorizations and extend the theory to the block diagonally dominant matrices and the block H-matrices. Furthermore,by the theory of weak block H-matrix, we prove that any partitioned block form of a pointwise H-matrix has a block triangular factorization.
Introduction
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All Alz "'" Al,,)
/121 A22 "'" A2.
,4 = . . . , (l.l)
...
\A,a A,,2 "'" A,,,
where A o is of order m; x mi, 1 ~< mj <~ m, 1 ~< mi ~< m. In most practical applications, the matrices Aq are sparse and many of the block matrices are zero. Solving the linear system .,Ix = b, we often approximate the solution with some sort of preconditioned iterative methods. For this, we usually construct a preconditioning matrix C-an mcomplete factorization of A. Varga et ai.
[11], and Manteuffel [7] gave some methods for A being a pointwise H-matrix. For a recent survey of these factorizations in the case where A is a block H-matrix, see [1, 9] . But some partitioned strictly diagonally dominant matrices are not block H-matrices. Here we introduce a definition of weak block diagonally dominant matrix different from the block diagonally dominant matrix defined by Feingold and Varga [4] and Robert [10] . We further present the class of weak block H-matrices which permit a block triangular factorization and whose block Jacobi iteratives are convergent. Finally we prove that any partitioned block form of a pointwise H-matrix has a block triangular factorization, and discuss some applications in generalized uitrametric matrices.
In this paper, we confine ourselves to the vector norm Ilxll = ma,~i Ix, I and r! the matrix norm 11,411. : max/~i=,l la, I.
Block diagonally dominant matrices and block H-matrices
Let A E C"''. Then its comparison matrix '¢1(4) = [bq] is defined by { la0l, i = j, bq = -la,jl, i _-/k .j. Definition 2.1. A is said to be a nonsingular H-matrix if its comparison matrix is a nonsingular M-matrix. A is a singular H-matrix if el(A) is a singular M-matrix.
For future reference, we will define the set f2d and Oh:
,Qd = {A C C'"', l a, . , , l >~%A, Vi }, j , i.e. the set of strictly diagonally dominant matrices; fall = { A E C""' I A is a nonsingular H-matrix}. Let C~'' denote the set of all matrices in C"'" which are of form ( 1.1 ) relative to some given block partitioning n (we will only consider n for which the diagonal blocks are square matrices). 
Lenuna 2.3 ([9]). If A E t2H, then there exist nonsingular block diagonal matrices D and E such that DAE is strictly block diagonally dominant.

Weak block diagonally dominant matrices
Definition 3.1. ,4 E C~'" is said to be weak block diagonally dominant if D= diag(Ali,A22,...,A,n) is nonsingular and D-l`4 is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. Theorem 
,4 E C~'" is weak block diagonally dominant if and only if every vector x E C m with x # 0,x T = (x~,x~,... ,xr,,),xi E C m' satisfies that for every
Before proving Theorem 3.1, firstly we prove the lemmas as follows. S.-h. Xiang, Z-y. You I L&ear Algebra and its Applications 282 (1998) 
Weak block H-matrices
Definition 4.1. ,4 E C m'' is called weak block H-matrix if there are nonsingular block diagonal matrices D and E such that DAE is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix. We define ~w = {`4 E C m' n [ A is a weak block H-matrix}. Proof. First, we prove that if ,4 is weak block diagonally dominant partitioned into form (1.1), then ,4 has a block triangular factorization. Since ,4 is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix, D-l`4 is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix where D = diag (All,`422,... ,,4,,) . Then the block principal submatrix Ca of D-IA formed by block rows and block columns numbers 1,2,...,k in form (l.l) is strictly diagonally dominant and nonsingular (k = 1,2,...,n). According to Faddeev [2] (Chapter 1, Section 1.13, p. 24), D-IA has a block triangular factorization. So ,4 has a block triangular factorization.
IfA E t2w, then there are nonsingular block diagonal matrices D and E such that D`4E is weak block diagonally dominant. So DAE has a block triangular factorization. That is to say, A has a block tr!angular factorization.
[] Note. By Theorem 4.2, we can construct an incomplete block factorization for a weak block H-matrix by the same way as for block H-matrices (see [9, 1] ). We consider the applications of weak block H-matrices in generalized ultrametric matrices. McDonald et al. [6] , Nabben and Varga [8] introduced the new class of generalized ultrametric matrices in studying inverse M-matrices problem. 1, 1,. .., 1) T E C" (see [8] 
Proof. By Sherman--Morrison formula, we have that (C-Jl-r(A~ ~T~-I m_ C --I --T(A)C-I~"~Tc-I
is an M-matrix, and
A' I AHI " "-" (o(A)~n-r~Tr ( C-I --i-'~~~. "c(A)c-l~r~TrC-I )
~o ( Since A2xA?i I is nonnegative, we have that IIAa~Afi ~ I1~ < !. By the same way, we have that IIA,:A,_,'II~ < 1. So
A.]
is a row strictly_ diagonally dominant matrix and by Corollary 3.3 and Definition 4.1, A is a weak block H-matrix.
[]
